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Welcome to

From the Pres
Hi everyone and welcome to 2022.

By now, the last of Christmas and New
Year celebrations is well settled, the Men’s
Ashes has been decided, the Australian
Open Tennis Tournament has been run
and won and the BSCC has hit the ground
running by completing the first social
event of the year – the Fun Run organised
by Laurie Garth and Judy Foster.
As usual, January seems to have passed
us by faster than you can say “Sebastian
Loeb won Monte again” so let’s get
down to business of the year ahead.

A couple of features for all our readers and
advertisers. BRISPORT will continue to be
emailed to around 1,150 recipients. Those
who have requested via your membership
to have physical copies posted, that will still
happen, but the on-line features will only
be available within the online version.

Already you would have seen BRISPORT has
a new look. Well, more than just a new look, a
complete revamp of what has been the staple
of the BSCC and Friends’ monthly rally read.

Our BSCC Facebook page has around
2,000 followers, but the magazine’s reach
is more than 2,500 after being shared via
all our other social media platforms.

Yes, BRISPORT has entered the Digital
Age and with this comes a host of
upgrades and advantages for everyone
involved. The first is BRISPORT will now
be professionally produced. This means
journalists, photographers, graphics and
layout will be all done by specialists.
4

For decades now, BRISPORT has been
produced by our wonderful volunteers
but with the advent of current technology
and communications, publications like
BRISPORT have become beyond our
skillset. So here we are – the first edition
of the digital version of BRISPORT.
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For our event sponsors and magazine
advertisers, things are looking up as well.
One of our main aims is to provide more
than what we have been in the past through
event sponsorship and magazine advertising.

DOMIN IC COR KER ON
PR ESIDEN T, BR ISBAN E S PO RT IN G
CAR CL UB
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THE BS CC FU N R U N WAS
A G RE AT WAY TO S TA R T
OFF T H E Y E A R
(L TO R) R E N E E PA N OZZO,
C HRI S H I L L , M I CH E L L E
HIL L , J OH N PA N OZZO

“This means we can
interact better with
all our supporters
and you have a
better experience
when reading the
magazine”

Now, all our event sponsors
will have advertisements
posted in the magazine
all year and will have
hyperlinks embedded in the
advertisements, so readers
may click on the advert and
will instantly land on the
advertiser’s preferred weblink.

Onto the calendar then, the
BSCC has programmed an
ambitious year. Our rally
event window is effectively
compressed into around 6
months between late February
to early September, although
there is room for other event
types beyond that period.

For our readers, the links
could go to websites or videos
and perhaps even have such
features in event reports. This
means we can interact better
with all our supporters and
you have a better experience
when reading the magazine.
The magazine will also move
to six editions per year but
what we may miss in monthly
reading, we can catch up
with regular posting on our
social media platforms.

It is a great help that the
organisers, who conduct
other event types in rallying,
have worked together with
the BSCC so that each of
us has clear air. For that I
would thank the Gold Coast
Tweed Motorsport Club
who runs a QRC round and
other clubs stretching all
the way to Townsville.

Anyway, take a look, click
on adverts and remember
that supporting those who
support the BSCC and
Rallying means everyone wins.

Talking about our events,
in 2022 we welcome two
new faces into the ranks of
event Clerks of Course.
Firstly, we have John
Coleman. John is a board
member and has worked
tirelessly behind the scenes
at events for many years.
BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB LTD
BSCC. ASN. AU
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Now, he felt it is time to step up and
take the reins of the Lakes Hyundai
Test & Tune. That event will again be
headquartered at the Jimna Base Camp.
Next in new names is Richard Opie. Those
associated with the sport for some time will
recognize Richard’s name from being Clerk
of Course in the Rally of New England and
as part of the WRC team at Coffs Harbour.
He’s also a very handy steerer having
tasted success in his trusty Datsun – most
recently, he won the Classic section of Rally
Australia a few years back. Richard will
be Clerk of Course for the Roo Systems
Australia Rally of the South Burnett.
That event, which serves as round one of the
Queensland Rally Championship, will start
in Nanango and run over roads in the East
Nanango region before moving up to some of
the favourites from past Manumbar events.
While we have plenty of events on the cards,
there will be plenty happening behind the
scenes as we put into action trialing of new
equipment and recruiting some new faces.
Yes folks, that means you... If there is a way
you can help at events either on the road or
especially in event HQ, please raise your hand.
You’ll find there is more going on in HQ and
in the Service Park than you probably think

THE QU EE N S L A N D R A L L Y
C HA MPIO NS H I P K I CK S OFF
2022 IN MANUMBAR

PHOTO: CH IMAGES

and I’m yet to hear anyone complaining of
being bored – quite the opposite actually.
Please enjoy the new BRISPORT and again,
I say welcome to 2022 and may this be a
year when all your rally dreams come true.
Cheers,

Dom.

500

CLI

TROL

Air Conditioning & Heating Specialist

Designing Comfort into Living
Aaron Brown

Phone: 3890 1911
Mobile: 0417 167 123
Email: aaron@climatrol.net.au
11/53 Metroplex Avenue,
Web: www.climatrolairconditioning.com.au
Murarrie QLD 4172
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Manumbar to welcome long
awaited return of QRC
The 2022 Motorsport Australia Queensland
Rally Championship (QRC) begins
next month with the return of popular
roads of Manumbar and Nanango.
Organised by the BSCC, the Roo Systems
Australia Rally of the South Burnett
will open up the four-round QRC season
on Saturday 26 March with an eightstage event split up over two heats,

Stages one and three boast the largest
distance in terms of competitive distance
for the event with a total of 19km of good
quality forestry roads forming the stage.
They will also be the first opportunities
fans have of seeing the cars going by,
with a spectator point set on the stage.

It’s been a difficult time for the championship
in recent years with both COVID-19 and
bad weather preventing a full season to run,
making 2019 the last time that Manumbar
last hosted the state’s best rally crews.

In the second heat, there is another
spectator point available with stages
five and seven both allowing for fans to
view the cars take on one of the more
technical sections of the event.

While Manumbar will be hosting the
event and the Service Park, many of the
stages will be run over the picturesque
roads in and around the East Nanango,
Elginvale and Gallangowan Forests.

With entries opening in the middle of
February, interested crews will have until
Monday 14 March to book their spot in the
rally and can do so via the BSCC website.

Awaiting crews in the blind rally are 118
competitive kilometres, 64 of which will be
in Heat 1, while the remaining 54 will round
out the season opener in Heat 2. Each heat
has two stages that will see crews run twice.
There are two spectator points for the
event with fans able to head to the

8

first and third stages in Heat 1 and
stages five and seven for Heat 2.
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After two difficult years for the Queensland
rallying, Event organiser Peter Flynn revealed
the main motivation for the event was to
make it as accessible for people as they could.
“Our motivations for the event
were to make it as accessible as we
could for people,” Flynn said.

“We’re using good
forest roads ... and fun
technical roads, so we
think people are really
going to enjoy it”
“If you make it too hard, people don’t
turn up, so that’s why we do what we do.
It’s a family-oriented sport, so we want
to make sure that people can attend
and be comfortable – whether that’s do
it all in one day, or camp overnight.
“When putting it together, we obviously
chose the stages based on what was
available in terms of roads and forestry, but
we also wanted to make it more servicefriendly where people can view results
or communicate, unlike some of the
traditional stages that are very remote.
“We’re pretty confident it will go ahead
and the only reason it wouldn’t be is if

we have bad weather again – it’s what
prevented last year from happening, but
hopefully we’re okay this time around.
“I also think we should get a good turnout
of entries as it’s usually one of the most
popular events and well attended. We
won the Motorsport Australia Queensland
Event of the Year in 2016 for our event
in this region, so it’s always had a bit of
a following – although this time we have
managed to make it more exciting.
“There is a lot of variability across the rally.
We’re using good forest roads, open shire
roads and fun technical roads, so we think
people are really going to enjoy it.”
The 2022 Roo Systems Australia Rally of
the South Burnett takes place in Manumbar
and Nanango on Saturday 26 March.

Click here to discover more
about the QRC event
bscc.asn.au/events

PHOTO: CH IMAGES
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2022 Motorsport Calendar
BRISBANE SPORTING
CAR CLUB LTD
2022 Motorsport Calendar

Roo Systems Australia Rally of the South Burnett
QRC 1 : 26/03
26/03
(Nanango / Manumbar)

KCF Rallysport Short Course Series Round 1 – 30/04
(Benarkin)

KCF Rallysport Short Course Series Round 2 – 21/05
(Location TBA)

KCF Rallysport Short Course Series Round 3 – 18/06
(Benarkin)

Accent Benchtops Rally Queensland
ARC 4 / QRC 2 – 22, 23, 24/07
24/07
(Gympie)

Globe Roamer III Imbil Rally
QRC 3 / ECCRS 7 – 10/09
(Imbil)

BSCC Off Road Event – 12,13/11
(Location TBA)
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EXPERIENCE A

UNIQUE GETAWAY

IN THE GYMPIE REGION

Two hours from Brisbane, the Gympie region is surrounded
by nature and wildlife that you can’t get anywhere else
in Queensland.
The coloured sands of Rainbow Beach and the charming fishing town of Tin Can Bay are our
coastal playgrounds and the southern gateway to K’gari (Fraser Island).
Away from the coast, you’ll find the pioneering heritage town of Gympie with elegant buildings
and heritage railways. Out west, you’ll discover a beauty unmatched; the rolling hills of our
western townships and the lush, fertile land of the Mary Valley.
There’s more to the Gympie region than you might imagine.
Gympie Regional Council is a proud sponsor of the Accent Benchtops Rally Queensland.

Visit Gympie Region

1800 444 222

www.visitgympieregion.com.au

POWERING YOUR
ADVENTURE
LET ROO SYSTEMS HELP YOU ENHANCE
AND MAINTAIN YOUR VEHICLE

NEEDING MORE POWER AND BETTER
FUEL ECONOMY?

55+ DEALERS AUSTRALIA WIDE

98 BUCHANAN RD, BANYO
BRISBANE 4014

1300 305 709
WWW.ROOSYSTEMS.COM.AU
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KimAcworth
B S C C

C O M P E T I T O R

Rally driver and Brisbane Sporting Car
Club (BSCC) member since around 2010,
Kim Acworth will enter her 15th year
of competition this year, an impressive
feat for someone who didn’t come
from a family of motorsport fans.
From her first hill climbs and tarmac
rallies to the becoming a highly respected
Subaru driver in Queensland, Kim has
enjoyed a stellar career full of memories.

BRISPORT caught up with Kim to
discuss her career in the sport and
behind the wheel of a rally car.
BRISPORT: How did you get
involved in motorsport?
Kim Acworth: I had always liked watching
motorsport, particularly rally and jumped
at the opportunity to become involved
in 2007 when I met Stuart Titheradge
who had made the move into Tarmac
racing with his Mitsubishi Evo 3.
After attending a number of events,
he offered me the opportunity to
navigate for him in some events and
without thinking twice I jumped at it.
After three events as Stuart’s co-driver, I
knew that I wanted to drive my own rally
car on the dirt, so I bought my first rally
car – a Subaru Leone from Canberra.
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I took it out to rally sprint events at
Hirstglen for a year and taught myself
how to drive. During this time, I met
awesome people throughout the rally
community that taught me the basics, like
tyre pressure. These people continue to
provide continuous support and advice.

B: Did you always want to be a
rally driver growing up?
KA: No – I wasn’t raised in motorsport at all.
In fact my family still scratch their heads
at me starting this when I was a 32-yearold single mum with a two-year-old.
I blame playing Colin McRae on the
PlayStation in my early 20’s for sparking
my interest in the sport. This led me to
spectating at the International Rally of
Queensland in the Imbil forests – but I
never thought I would one day compete.

“Even though we were competing in a
WRC event, I actually knew so many of
the volunteers... it still felt like a local
Queensland event in some ways”

K IM ACWOR T H A N D
D ENNIS N E AG L E AT T H E
2 0 1 5 RA L L Y AU S T R A L I A

B: Favourite event to have competed in?
KA: Rally Australia in 2015 because
It was a massive event for me!
Recce took two days and then
we competed over three days,
including a 50-kilometre stage.
Even though we were competing in a World
Rally Championship event, I actually knew
so many of the volunteers located at start
and stop control, so it still felt like a local
Queensland event in some ways. Then to
finish with a trophy in hand was a real bonus.
The people in rally are definitely what
makes the sport stand out. We are a
community and the blend of support

and competitiveness is like no other
sport I have ever been involved in.

B: So would you consider that Rally
Australia result as your best?
KA: Whilst you may think the 1st Invitational
Class in Rally Australia 2015 with Dennis
Neagle navigating would be my best result,
it really happened because we were the
only one’s in that class to actually finish.
So, for that reason, I consider my best
ever result to be at the 2015 P3 Solutions
Benarkin Rally, which was a round of
the Queensland Rally Championship,
when I finished second outright with
Ian Swinbourne navigating for me.

BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB LTD
BSCC. ASN. AU
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B: What do you hope to get out
of the sport in future years?
KA: I’d like stay at least reasonably competitive
while still having fun. I teamed up with a fellow
female last year, Nicola Hoey who decided
to return the sport after a 10-year break.
Getting back to the all-girl team again
after about eight years has created a

really positive dynamic and we’re going
to be getting out there to see if we
can keep the boys on their toes.

B: And finally, what do you like
about being as part of the BSCC?
KA: BSCC have been a really important pillar
in Queensland Rally as they are the primary
club still running championship events.
But in essence it all comes down to rally
being not just a sport, but a passion - the
people involved are all amazing. From
fellow competitors, organisers and the
volunteers, rally is the strongest team
sport that you will come across.

KIM WITH
NICOL A HOEY
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My life depends on my service crew and
navigator. We have the highest level of
trust in each other. It is a huge challenge –
mentally and physically – with highs and lows
in every event – the sense of achievement
at the end of the day is exhilarating!
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Richard Anderson:
An Alfa Globetrotter
When someone has a major passion
– they often dedicate their lives
to fulfilling it, putting their other
hobbies and interests aside.
But for 40-year Brisbane Sporting Car
Club member Richard Anderson, he
found a way to live life incorporating
his love for Alfa Romeos and his
desire to travel around the world.

18

inside started brewing and he knew
that he had found a calling in life.
A couple of years later, he decided
that he wanted to take part in a typical
Australian right of passage where he
packed up his things and moved to
London in the United Kingdom.

Anderson was mostly able to achieve
this impressive feat through one simple
way - competing at international
long distance rally events

Not to give up on his true passion for
Alfa Romeos, Richard then purchased
a brand new Alfetta 1.8 and travelled
all around Europe in his car – either
camping under the stars or staying at
cheap hostels in different cities.

His journey began at the ripe old age
of 19 when was selling the parts of
his dad’s banged up new Alfa Romeo.
During that period, something deep

Upon returning to Australia, he took up
work building, fixing and dealing with Alfa
Romeos, as well as rallying throughout the
1980s at home events, but that unforgettable

BRISPORT MAGA ZINE
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coming-of-age period in Europe would be
a catalyst that ignited a newfound dream.
In the early 1990s, his dream turned
to reality as he ended up building a
1960s Alfa Romeo Guilia and returned
to London where he competed in his
first major special stage marathon event
– the 1993 London to Sydney Rally.
Celebrating the 25th anniversary of
the 1968 original event, the event saw
106 crews tackle 16,000km over three
continents. In his first attempt, Anderson
and co-driver Michael Ryan steered the
Alfa Romeo Giulia to 11th place outright.
Over the next decade, Anderson would go
on to compete in a number of international
long distance events, including the Papua
New Guinea Safari in 1993 and 1994, which
they won, the 2000 London to Sydney
and the 2002 Midnight Sun to Red Sea,
which went from Sweden to Jordan.

In Australia, he competed in rallies
regularly, contesting the 1995 Round
Australia Trial in a Modern Alfa Romeo
and the Classic Adelaide for five years,
which saw him claim three consecutive
podiums in an Alfa Romeo Montreal.
Although he had multiple offers
over the years, he took a small break
from the sport, before returning in
2011 when he campaigned his latest
prized possession – an Alfetta GTV.
In this car, he ran in the Classic component
of the 2011 Rally Australia and finished third.
The next year, Anderson was then
exposed to an event that would end
up as his favourite of all time – the
Silver Fern Rally in New Zealand.
With the event taking place over seven
days and alternating between the north
and south islands, Anderson competed

Above: Richard steering
Montreal on his way to third
in the Classic Adelaide - Rally
Adelaide
Right: Richard (L) and his crew
the foyer of their hotel ahead
of the 1994 PNG Safari
Previous Page: In action at the
1995 Round Australia Trial
BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB LTD
BSCC. ASN. AU
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“There have been
many lessons
learned over the
years but I wouldn’t
really change much”

in the hugely popular international
rally in both 2012 and 2016 - running
yet another model of his chosen
manufacturer – the Alfa Romeo 75.
While his rallying days have since slowed
down, Anderson still intends to head
across the Tasman this year to have a
crack at the Silver Fern, which would see
his amazing four-decade journey continue.
“I must say that I have had a pretty interesting
life and been quite fortunate with some of
the things I have done,” Anderson said.
“I guess it all started when I was
21-years-old all those years ago when
I bought the new Alfetta and drove it
through all these European cities. That
was an interesting journey and I made
some lifelong friends because of it.
“There have been many lessons learned
over the years but I wouldn’t really change
much. Those long distance events were
incredibly fun and I had a ball doing them.
“I couldn’t pick an exact event that was my
favourite and although the London to Sydney
events were fantastic and the PNG events
were eye openers, I would say that my true
favourite would have to be the Silver Fern.
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“For me, it’s
the best classic event in
the world. A third of competitors are from
Europe because the roads are really good
and it’s a weeklong event in beautiful areas.
Not sure why more people don’t do it.
“Car wise, I would have to say that the
Alfetta GT is my pick. It’s a classic from
the late 1970s with a factory replica
engine in it. It’s a pretty good thing.
“I am hoping to get to Silver Fern again
this year. I don’t have a lot of energy but I
am hopeful of running and I would like to
use the Alfetta GT. That would be nice.”
At 67-years-old, it’s safe to say that Anderson
has lived quite an adventurous life having
been to more countries and visited more
cities than many of us could only dream of.
And it’s a comforting thought knowing
that most of it has been behind the
wheel of the car he was destined to
drive – the classy Alfa Romeo.

DavidMartin
B S C C

O F F I C I A L

When it comes to popular personalities
in the BSCC officials pool, one
individual that sits towards the
top of that list is David Martin.
One of the club’s most treasured and
experienced stage commanders, David is
a heavily into Subarus and has become
known for his state starts where he and team
decorate them with full Subaru signage.

BRISPORT caught up with David
to see how it all began.
BRISPORT: When did you first fall in love
with motorsport and how did it happen?
David Martin: Motorsport happened
for me when I went to the odd touring
car race at Surfers Paradise and
Lakeside with my father. We also loved
watching Bathurst on TV each year.
B: What made you decide to be an official
and join the Brisbane Sporting Car Club?
DM: Back in the 1980s, my school friend
called Philip Stephan was a member of
BSCC. He did motorkhanas and rallies in
Datsuns and I used to help him service at a
few rallies. Then I joined the BSCC myself and
competed in club motorkhanas in my Datsun
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1200 ute. They were great fun. I then got
into Subarus and did the odd autocross at
Willowbank and Echo Valley at Toowoomba.

B: You’ve spent many years
volunteering at rallies – why rally?
DM: By the early 1990s, I was already
a member of the Subaru 4WD Club of
Queensland. They were looking at some
new club activities to do. It was about
the time A to A timing was starting to be
used in gravel rallies. They had already
helped out as officials at some Off Road
events at Kooralbyn and Goondiwindi.
So it was decided we would help out by
being officials at gravel rallies. I think our
first rally was at Yarraman run by the Ipswich
West Moreton Club. With A to A timing
coming on stream and the BSCC running the
Queensland ARC events, we attended training
nights run by Gary Connolly and Errol Bailey.
Since then, we have done every Queensland
ARC round as a club. We have also done all
the WRC since it came to the east coast in
2009 at Kyogle and then on to Coffs Harbour.
At Coffs in 2011 we were put into stage
teams where we became Team Charlie
which consisted mainly of Queenslanders,

“I have just enjoyed
seeing all the
different types of
rally cars going
through our stages
over the years”

DAV I D ,
FAR R I G H T

DAVID , F IF TH
F RO M RIG HT

but we had a great crew of officials from
Newcastle who helped on our F/F and Stops.
We won the stage teams award in 2015.

B: What have been some of your
highlights over the years?
DM: Some of the highlights would be seeing
the WRC cars in action for the first time in
Perth in about 1992. Then seeing Possum
Bourne and Rob Herridge in action in the
Queensland ARC rounds. Getting a ride with
Rob Herridge in his Liberty RS Turbo around
the Mt Coot-tha test stage was another
highlight, but I guess I have just enjoyed

seeing all the different types of rally cars
going through our stages over the years.

B: Are there any particular individuals
who had a big impact on you?
DM: I have met many people along the
way. People good at organising events and
making quick decisions on the go. Running
stages the people you most have contact
with and get friendly with, are the control
officials, road blocks, course cars and recovery
crews. I have made many new friends.

BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB LTD
BSCC. ASN. AU
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Counterfeit harnesses
and driver suit warning
More counterfeit SFI labels
are currently being sold
through online markets.
Harnesses sold by Slapco and
Sickspeed, as well as driver
suits manufactured by STANJ
International do not meet
applicable SFI specifications and
pose serious risks to anyone who
has purchased these products.
Both Slapco and Sickspeed
harnesses have not been submitted
for testing by SFI, and Sickspeed
is not enrolled in any SFI program,
while STANJ International driver
suits are falsely represented as
certified to SFI Specification
3.2A, despite counterfeit labels
suggesting otherwise.
Motorsport Australia members must
note that as these products are not
certified, endorsed, or approved
by SFI and that no competitor
using these products will be
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able to take part in Motorsport
Australia sanctioned events.
There are multiple telltale signs
members can see to determine if
they have purchased counterfeit
products, as most genuine SFI
conformance labels contain hidden
security features and slightly
different fonts and materials.
Retailers and other entities looking
for suppliers to market products
certified by their manufacturers to
SFI specifications under private label
agreements can check the list of
participating manufacturers here.
Using counterfeit products
puts competitors at risk of
severe injury or death.
For further information,
please refer to the SFI
website here.
sf ifoundation.com

PHOTO: CH IMAGES

Test & Tune to kick
off 2022 season
The Brisbane Sporting Car Club’s first
event for 2022 gets underway this month
with the Lakes Hyundai Test & Tune.
Taking place in the town of Jimna, the
test and tune will see two stages available
for crews test their cars on with a short
two-kilometre dash accompanying the
main 14km longer stage filled with
a variety of terrain, tight and twisty
sections and nice open roads.
A full field of up to 50 cars are expected to
line up for the event, with a number of them
to use it as a dummy run ahead of this year’s
national and state level rally championships.
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Headlining the entry list is former RSEA Safety
Motorsport Australia Rally Championship
(ARC) regular Adrian Coppin, who enjoyed
plenty of success during his seven years
in the ARC with a number of podiums.
From a former ARC driver to one trying
to forge a career of his own – young gun
Ryan Williams will also be attending the
test and tune but won’t be running the
same Ford Fiesta R2T he campaigned
in the ARC last year, instead he will be
steering a Group 4 Datsun Stanza.
Other notable entries for the event
include Motorsport Australia Queensland
Rally Championship driver Ryan

Smart and the son of Australian rally
stalwart Ross Dunkerton, Flynn.
While there will be lots of experienced
campaigners attending the event, there will also
be two individuals making their first mark in the
sport – one of which is teenager Mitchell Plant.
Having just purchased a Hyundai Excel
Rally car, the test and tune will be Plant’s
first ever event and he will be looking for an
educational and drama-free first event.
The other new timer hoping for a smooth
day is Clerk of Course John Coleman.
Although an experienced official, this month’s
event will be Coleman’s first time in charge
of an event, and he believed that it would
be a successful day if the rain stays away.
“The club is very excited to run the
event, but we’re also mindful of the
rain causing chaos,” Coleman said.

“Of course I
am a little bit
nervous for the
event but I have
a great team
behind me”

“We’re keeping our fingers crossed at this
point as the weather hasn’t been too
kind to the club in recent years, but we’ve
had a few people go up and check out
the roads, and they are looking good.
“Of course I am a little bit nervous for the
event but I have a great team behind me.
I would like to thank Tony Kabel, Barry
Neuendorff, Judy Foster and Margaret Mackay
and the BSCC Board for all their assistance.
“As for the event itself, we have some terrific
individuals taking part and they essentially will
be using this event to get some vital runs before
their own season starts, so it’s a great day for all.”
The Lakes Hyundai Test & Tune takes
place in Jimna on 26 February.

Click here to discover more
about the Lakes Hyundai
Test & Tune
bscc.asn.au/events
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New members
On behalf of the Board of Brisbane
Sporting Car Club and the
Membership Officer, Margaret
Mackay, it is with great pleasure that
we welcome the following new or
returning Members to our Club.

John McHugh (5131)
Liam Willington (5132)
Lee & Brynn Williams (5133)
Grant & Neil Eichorn (5134)
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If you’ve got something to contribute
to the magazine we’d love to hear
from you.
All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014
Phone: (07) 3267 7647
Email: info@bscc.asn.au
Website: bscc.asn.au

